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Genetics vs biochemistry [The Salvation of Doug, Bill Sullivan]

On a hill overlooking an automobile factory, lived Doug, a retired

biochemist, and a retired geneticist (nobody knew his name). ... Having

spent a life in pursuit of higher learning, both were wholly unfamiliar with

how cars worked. They decided that they would like to learn about the

functioning of cars and having different scientific backgrounds they each

took a very different approach. Doug immediately obtained 100 cars (he is

a rich man, typical of most biochemists) and ground them up. He found

that cars consist of the following: 10% glass, 25% plastic, 60% steel, and

5% other materials that he could not easily identify.

The geneticist, not being inclined toward hard work (as is true for most

geneticists) pursued a less strenuous (and less expensive) approach. One

day, before his morning coffee, he hiked down the hill, selected a worker at

random, and tied his hands. After coffee, while the biochemist zipped up

his blue jump suit, adjusted his welders goggles, and lit his blow torch to

begin another day of grinding, the geneticist peered around the house,

made himself another pot of coffee, and browsed through the latest issue of

Genetics.

That afternoon, while the automobiles were rolling off the assembly line,

Doug, wet with the sweat of his day’s exertions, took a sip of beer and as

soon as he caught his breath began discussing his progress. ”I have been

focusing my efforts on a component I consistently find in the plastic

fraction. It looks like this (he draws the shape of a steering wheel on the

edge of a napkin). Presently I have been mixing it with the glass fraction to

see if it has any activity.. I am hoping that with the right mixture I may

get motion, although I have not had any success so far. I believe with a

bigger blow torch, perhaps even a flame thrower, I will get better results.”

The geneticist was only half listening because his attention was
drawn to the cars rolling off the assembly line. He noticed that
they were missing the front and rear windows, but not the side
windows. As soon as the biochemist finished speaking
(geneticists are very polite conversationalists), the geneticist
proclaimed, ”I have learned two facts today. The worker whose
hands I tied this morning is responsible for installing car
windows and the installation of the side windows is a separate
process from the installation of the front and back windows.”
The following day the geneticist tied the hands of another
worker. That afternoon he noticed that the cars were being
produced without the plastic devices the biochemist was
working on (steering wheels). In addition, he noticed that as
the cars were being driven off to the parking lot, none of them
make the first turn in the road and they begin piling up on the
lawn. That evening, to Doug’s dismay, the geneticist concluded
that steering wheels were responsible for turning the car and, in
addition, that he had identified the worker responsible for
installing the steering wheels.
Emboldened by his successes, the next morning the geneticist
tied of the hands of an individual dressed in a suit and carrying
a briefcase in one hand and a laser pointer in the other (he was
a vice president). That evening the geneticist, and Doug
(although he would not openly admit it), anxiously awaited to
see the effect on the cars. They speculated that the effect might
be so great as to prevent the production of the cars entirely. To
their surprise, however, that afternoon the cars rolled off the
assembly line with no discemible effect.
The two scientists conversed late into the evening about the
implications of this result. The geneticist, always having had a
dislike for men in suits, concluded that the vice president sat
around drinking coffee all day (much like geneticists) and had
no role in the production of the automobiles. Doug, however,
held the view that there was more than one vice president so
that if one was unable to perform, others could take over his
duties.
The next morning Doug watched as the geneticist, in an
attempt to resolve this issue, headed off towards the factory
carrying a large rope to tie the hands of all the men in suits.
Doug, after a slight hesitation, abandoned his goggles and blow
torch, and stumbled down the hill to join him.



Analogs for quantum matter
Biochemistry approach to many-body entanglement:

trace everything out ρA ≡ trĀ|ψ〉〈ψ|
compute S(A) = −trρA log ρA, I(A : B), I(A : B|C)...

e.g. → γ, topological entanglement entropy

Idea: Take a genetics approach to many-body entanglement.

Measurements destroy entanglement.

Use post-measurement properties of the many-body wavefunction as a tool

for characterizing states of matter.

Focus so far on multi-component systems:
Hubbard model = spin + charge
Kondo lattice model = conduction electrons + local moments



QDL protocol
[Grover-Fisher 2014, Marvian 2013]

H = A⊗B ⊗ C ⊗D for example: A
C D

Bcharge
spin

space

Input: a state ρABC (trace out D) and a choice of operator XC on C.

1. Measure XC and obtain outcome c with probability
pc = trAB〈c|ρABC |c〉. (Assume |c〉 is a basis for C.)

2. In the resulting state, ρcAB = 〈c|ρABC |c〉/pc,
make measurements.
e.g. find the entanglement entropy of A, S(ρcA).

3. Average over the distribution pc to obtain the QDL diagnostic∑
c

pcS(ρcA) ≡ QDL.

Also useful: S(ρcA) 7→ Iρc
AB

(A : B). IQDL ≡
∑
c pcIρcAB

(A : B)

(I(A : B) ≡ SA + SB − SAB quantifies correlations between A and B.)



Quantum disentangled liquid

[Grover-Fisher 2014]

Failure of ergodicity in systems of heavy particles (~Ri)+ light particles (~ri)

Heavy particles are ergodic,
produce random potential localizing
light particles.

ΨQDL(~Ri, ~ri) ∼ det ei
~ki·~Ri det ΦRj (~r′j)

MBL is the Mheavy →∞ limit.

The whole state is volume-law, S(A) ∼ Ld.
But if we measure the positions of the heavy
particles:

each det ΦRj (~r′j) is an area-law wavefunction:

S(ρRA) ∼ Ld−1.

=⇒ QDL =
∑

~R p(
~R)S(ρRA) ∼ Ld−1



QDL in the Hubbard model
[Veness-Essler-Fisher, Garrison-Mishmash-Fisher 2017]

H = −t
∑
iσ

c†iσci+1σ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ + V
∑
i

nini+1

where niσ ≡ c†iσciσ and ni ≡
∑
σ niσ. ‘Spin band’ = QDL states
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Apply QDL protocol to groundstate
questions



Apply to groundstate questions: gapless SPT

Spin-1 chain

H = +Jb
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1 +Db

∑
(Szi )2 has

Haldane phase. Spin- 1
2

edge states,

doubly-degenerate ent. spectrum [Pollmann et al 2010].

Dope it! H = −tb
∑
iσ b
†
iσbi+iσ + h.c.+

Jb
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1 +Db

∑
(Szi )2.

Spin-charge separation: charges form LL.

Topological Luttinger Liquid should have

spin-half edge states.

[Jiang-Li-Seidel-D-H Lee 2017]

How to tell?



Apply to groundstate questions: gapless SPT

Freeze the charge dofs by
measurement.

In topological LL phase: →

The projected wavefunction has a

c = 1 transition: ↓

A
C

Bspin
charge

ℓ

Full wavefunction Three random hole configurations

SPT critical trivial

A
spin
charge

ℓ

A
C

Bspin
charge

ℓ

In this case QDL was easier to compute than S(A|C) or I(A : B|C).



Disentangling heavy fermions

HK =
∑
k

ε(k)c†kck + JK
∑
i

~Si · ~si + JH
∑
〈ij〉

~Si · ~Sj , ~si ≡ c†i~σci

[from 1302.4662]

~Si = f†i ~σfi → parton gauge field.

Phase diagram in terms of “b ∼ 〈c†f〉” gauge-non-invariant Higgs field.

What is a sharp distinction for the Higgs (large Fermi surface) phase?

(Messy bandstructure makes kF hard to interpret.)



Disentangling heavy fermions

A

C

Blocal moments

conduction electrons

System is 2Ly × Ly.

If we measure all the conduction electron positions

in the HFL phase, we are left with a Fermi surface

groundstate: Slocal moments
fixed c (l) ∼ ld−1 log l.

If we don’t: Slocal moments
trace out c (LA) ∼ ld + ld−1 log l

= avolumeLALy + aFermi surfaceLy log min(LA, LĀ) + ...

I(A : B|C) = SAC + SBC − SABC − SC =

SA + SB − SAB cancels volume-law term.

At half-filling, no Fermi

surface:

Small-Fermi-surface (AFM)

phase (b = 0): Large-Fermi-surface (HFL)

phase (b 6= 0):

(In the plots LA = Ly.)



Relations between genetics and
biochemistry?



Bounds in terms of information-theoretic quantities
• Lower bound in terms of conditional entropy, S(A|C) = S(AC)− S(C):

Sρ(A|C) = −D(ρAC ||1A ⊗ ρC)
MRE

≤ SE(ρ)(A|C) =
∑
c

pcSρc(A) = QDL.

MRE ≡ monotonicity

of the relative entropy.

E(ρ) ≡
∑
c pc|c〉〈c| ⊗ ρ

c
AB is the result

of measuring XC and not looking at

the answer.

• BHS bound in terms of conditional mutual information:

Iρ(A : B|C)−X(AB,C) ≤ IQDL ≤ Iρ(A : B|C) +X(A,C)

X(A,C) ≡ Iρ(A : C)− IE(ρ)(A : C) =

Iρ(A : C)− χ(ρcA, pc)) is the ‘quantum

discord’ [Henderson-Vedral, Ollivier-Zurek

2001], a measure of how quantum is ρAC .
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Genetics vs. Biochemistry [The Demise of Bill, by Douglas R. Kellogg]

On a hill overlooking an automobile factory, lived Bill, a retired geneticist,

and a retired biochemist (nobody knew his name)...

Having spent a life in pursuit of higher learning, both were wholly

unfamiliar with how cars worked, and they decided that they would like to

learn about the functioning of cars. Having different scientific backgrounds

they each took a very different approach. Bill, not being inclined towards

hard work (like most geneticists), immediately came up with a scheme that

he thought would lead him to an understanding of cars... When he looked

in the garage he found that the biochemist had gotten one of the cars from

the factory and was already covered with grease and oil as he was doing

something under the hood. When Bill asked the biochemist what he was

doing, he replied, “I’m taking the car apart to see how it works.”

...As [the geneticist] sat down to his coffee, he heard an explosion in the

garage. He ran out to see what had happened, and he found the biochemist

picking himself up off the ground, his face black and most of his hair

burned away. When Bill asked in amazement what had happened, the

biochemist simply replied, “I have found that the liquid in the tank of the

car is fairly explosive.” ...

This continued for many days. The geneticist gloated over his every

discovery. For instance, at the end of one day the cars that rolled out of the

factory were missing the front and rear windows, but not the side windows.

Bill told the biochemist, ” The worker whose hands I tied today is

responsible for installing the front and back windows, and this process is

independent of installing the side windows.” One evening, as they were

drinking some beer and arguing, the biochemist said to Bill, ”Now that you

have learned so much, tell me how the car works.” Bill seemed puzzled by

the question, but after thinking awhile he said that he had noticed that

whenever the cars don’t have the round things (the tires) they are

completely unable to go anywhere. He therefore concluded that these round

things were actually responsible for moving the car. The biochemist had

another sip of his beer and noticed how beautiful the sunset can be after a

good day of hard work.

Meanwhile, the biochemist, after many months of hard work,
thought that he was beginning to define some pathways. In one
pathway, he found that the explosive liquid in the tank moved
through a small pipe to a device that turned it into a vapor,
and that the vapor was sucked into some cylindrical chambers.
In another pathway, an electrical current flowed from a battery
to the white devices he had studied earlier, and then formed a
spark that ignited the explosive vapor, thus forcing the pistons
out. The biochemist had also gone down the hill and taken the
time to look at the cars that failed to leave the factory when
Bill had tied the hands of some of the workers. He found that
they were lacking carburetors, spark plugs, drive shafts,
gasoline, etc. By studying these cars, he was able to confirm
some of the theories that he had developed regarding the
functions of the car’s components.
After awhile, the geneticist decided that he now knew enough
about cars, and that he wanted to get one so that he could go
surfing and to movies while he waited for the results of his
experiments. He was running out of workers hands to tie, so he
was doing more and more elaborate experiments in which he
tied several workers’ hands, and in different combinations. In
any case, he decided to get a Volkswagen Camper Van because
he could fit his surfboard into it. The day he got his van, he
stopped by the garage to see what nonsense the biochemist was
up to. The biochemist was sitting in the car pumping the
clutch, and each time he did a stream of liquid shot out from
underneath the car. He told Bill that he thought the liquid in
the tube leading from the clutch pedal to the clutch played a
critical role in disengaging the gears from the drive shaft. Bill
laughed and then drove off to spend the day at the Three
Stooges Film Festival that was showing at a nearby theater.
This went on for several weeks. One day Bill spent the
afternoon trying to make himself weigh only 10 pounds by tying
various numbers of helium balloons to his body. The day had
not gone well ? a wind had come up and bill had been dragged
over jagged rocks and through some thorny brush. He was in a
fair amount of pain and wanted to get home quickly, but when
he got in his van and turned the key nothing happened. He
wasn’t sure what was wrong, and he wondered whether or not
his car might need new wheels. He tried the key several more
times and then got out and started to walk. Pretty soon it
started to rain. He tried to hitchhike, but nobody seemed to
want to pick him up; he did not make it home until very late
that night. When he got home, the biochemist, who was
drinking beer and reading James Joyce’s Ulysses, asked him
where he had been, and Bill told him what had happened. Bill
confessed that he did not know what to do, but the biochemist
said that he might be able to help. The next day they drove
back to Bill’s stalled van in the biochemist’s car ? a 1964
Valiant with a V8 engine and push-button transmission. The
biochemist, not being afraid of getting his hands dirty or doing
a little work, put on his coveralls and looked under the hood of
Bill’s van. He rapidly determined that one of the battery cables
no longer made a good connection, and he had the car running
in no time at all. As Bill drove away, he just shook his head.
Bill’s car kept breaking down, and every time the biochemist
had to go out and fix it. He tried to teach Bill how cars work,
but Bill didn’t seem to understand and was always more
interested in his hand-tying experiments. Finally, this all came
to an end when the geneticist crashed his car into a tree. He
had been driving along just fine when all of a sudden a fruit fly
crawled out of his hair and into his eye causing him to swerve
off the road. Unfortunately, he was not wearing his seat belt
because when he had tied the hands of the worker that installed
them, the cars that came out of the factory seemed to function
fine, so Bill had concluded that seat belts were vestigial and not
important to the function of the car. The doctors said that Bill
suffered substantial brain damage, but none of his colleagues
ever noticed any difference in his behavior.



Conditional entropy distinguishes QDL from ergodic
An ergodic state satisfies Page’s rule: S(A) ∼ min(A, Ā).

When A+ C is less than half of H,

S(A|C) = S(AC)− S(C) ∼ A+ C − C = A is volume law.
l

Sergodic(A)

Model QDL wavefunction [Grover-Fisher 2014]:

ΨQDL(N,n) = ψ(N)

L∏
j=1

1√
2

(
δnj ,0 + eiπNj δnj ,1

)
nj = 0, 1 light, Nj = 0, 1 heavy. ψ(N) is an ergodic wavefunction,

e.g. ψ(N) = sgn({Nj})2−L/2.

A
C D

Bcharge
spin

ℓ

When |A| = |C| = l, we expect

S(A|C) ∝ −l2−L, a negative volume

law with a coefficient that decreases

rapidly with system size.

In the Hubbard model (L = 12, nf =

12,mz = 0, V = 3/4, U = 4):
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A=charge to the left of l, C=spin to the left of l
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(CMI also works!)



Negativity distinguishes QDL from ergodic
(Logarithmic) negativity is a useful measure of mixed-state entanglement

EN (ρ) ≡ − log |ρTA | = − log
(∑

a |λa|
)
, λa = evals of ρTA

ab,a′b′ ≡ ρa′b,ab′ .
In a QDL state, ρAB =

∑
c pcρ

c
AB where each ρcAB is area law due to

QDL-ness. A
C D

Blight
heavy

In thermal states e−βH for local H, negativity is also area law

[Sherman-Devakul-Hastings-Singh].

But: even in an ergodic system, we have to trace out more than half the

stuff to approximate a thermal state: the negativity of trless than half|ψ〉〈ψ| is

volume law [Bhosale-Tomsovic-Lakshminarayan 2012, Lu-Grover, to appear].

In the Hubbard model:

We can make the bath (heavy

particles = spins) less than half the

system by fixing mz = 2.
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Outlook

I Spatial partitions of systems with one component.

e.g.: Marvian 2013, ‘SPT entanglement’

I Systems with more than two components.

‘field-space entanglement’ [Taylor, Mozaffar et al, Mollabashi et al, 2014]

I Experimental implementation?

The mutual information between two subsystems A and B bounds

their correlations Iρ(A : B) ≥ 1
2

〈OAOB〉2c
|| OA ||2|| OB ||2

[Wolf et al 2008]

〈OAOB〉c ≡ trρOAOB − trρOAtrρOB .

I Application to FL∗ [Senthil-Sachdev-Vojta 2003]

Our MFT missed the most interesting phase!

In the natural variational wavefunction, measuring the conduction

electrons leaves behind a gapped topological state of the local

moments. A natural target for variational MC.

I Generalized measurements?

I General understanding of gapless topological states?



The end.

Thanks for listening.


